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discovery
Discovery is an open ended process. It takes a mindset willing to question, investigate and explore. That is
what drives laboratory environments, and this is what TMI facilitates through casework conﬁgurations. We
design and build lab environments that support imaging, thinking, hypothesizing and testing.
Select from a full menu of popular and proven speciﬁcation options, from hardware to core materials, from
laminates to PVC and ABS edgebanding. TMI employs technology to engineer fully customized casework
which accommodates the needs of the laboratory environment.

expertise

We have learned best practices
from working in various laboratory
applications from coast to coast,
and we use those practices to
continuously innovate and design
casework that best facilitates
evolving research processes.

TMI casework will make a strong visual statement about your lab’s commitment to excellence. Scientists,
technicians and assistants will sense quality and a concern for detail. Staﬀ will be inspired by a professional
environment designed to help them be as eﬀective and eﬃcient as possible. As a single source provider,
TMI integrates our casework with countertop and architectural woodwork options, providing a cohesive,
functional research and testing facility
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flexibility

durability

Our casework products feature ﬁxed
modular, ﬂexible rail-mounted, and
mobile options so laboratory spaces
can be conﬁgured according to
evolving needs and applications.

TMI casework is built to withstand
the demands of real world laboratory
environments and has been
independently tested to meet or
exceed all industry standards.
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